
Litigators of the Week: It’s No Secret That 
Kirkland Trio Crushed This Case

We had some fantastic nominations for Litigator 
of the Week. 

But it’s hard to top the spectacular showing by 
litigators at Kirkland & Ellis this week. The firm 
submitted three worthy Litigator of the Week nomi-
nations for three jury trial wins in the last seven days. 

One nomination was for the team that prevailed on 
BP’s behalf at trial in South Carolina.  Another was 
for Kimberly Branscome, the 36-year-old lead lawyer 
for Johnson & Johnson. She persuaded a Humboldt 
County, California jury to reject a $40 million  
claim that baby powder caused the plaintiff to 
develop mesothelioma.

But for the winning team, we went with partners 
Patricia Carson, Diana Watral and James Hurst.

Delaware-based biopharmaceutical research com-
pany Incyte Corp. sued Kirkland client Flexus 
Biosciences, originally seeking more than a billion 
dollars for allegedly stealing trade secrets. After an 
11-day trial in Delaware state court, the jury sided 
with Flexus and awarded Incyte nothing. 

The Kirkland team shared their thoughts on the 
win with Lit Daily.

Lit Daily: Who is your client and what was at 
stake?

Patricia Carson: Incyte originally asked for over 
a billion dollars from our clients, a Silicon Valley 
company called Flexus Biosciences, which Bristol 
Myers acquired in 2015, and Flexus’s two founders, 
Terry Rosen and Juan Jaen. 

Although we slashed their case at the summary 
judgment stage, they still asked the jury for over 
$200 million, which could have been trebled to over 
$600 million.

But what was at stake was more than big money. It 
was about the stellar reputations of Terry and Juan, 
who even Incyte scientists called “visionaries,” and 
two other world-class scientists Incyte called a “spy” 
and a “sellout.” All four stood accused of stealing trade 
secrets, which as Jim told the jury in openings and clos-
ings is a “horrible accusation” in the world of science. 

So it was personal. We wanted to vindicate Terry, 
Juan and the other two scientists.

Who was opposing counsel?
James Hurst: Two excellent trial lawyers split 

the opening and closing for Incyte, Steve Wood of 
McCarter & English and Stephen Asher of Jenner 
& Block. They handled most of the examinations 
at trial too.

Tell us a little about the underlying technology 
they’ve been fighting over.
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Diana Watral: Both Incyte and Flexus had devel-
oped a new kind of cancer drug called an “IDO 
inhibitor,” which is basically designed to trigger 
your immune system to attack cancer cells as if they 
were foreign invaders.

How were you able to narrow the case at sum-
mary judgment?

Patricia Carson: We often joked that Incyte’s trade 
secret claims were like a game of “whack-a-mole.” 
We’d refute one argument only to find two new 
arguments pop up in its place.

By the summary judgment stage, as the judge 
stated in her ruling, “[i]t is no longer time for just 
smoke. There has to be some fire.” For four of the 
six alleged trade secrets, the court ruled there was 
no fire.  

Incyte had failed to raise an arguable issue of fact 
over whether the information was either actually 
a “secret” or was stolen by anybody.  That left two 
alleged trade secrets to hopefully defeat at trial.

Incyte’s lawyers in their opening statement 
called Flexus’s founders “cheaters” and thieves, 
accused them of hiring “a spy and a sellout,” and 
said they did business “the wrong way.” Incyte’s 
lawyers were also quoted in the local press as say-
ing, “[I]t’s a slammus dunkus case. We got ‘em.” 
How did you handle the trash talk?

Diana Watral: Not that we needed any more moti-
vation, but the “slammus dunkus” comment in the 
local press added at least some fuel to our collective 
desire to prove them wrong.

As to the other insults, we amplified them. We 
didn’t think the jury would believe those over-the-
top accusations. So we put a spotlight on them in 
both openings and closings. 

In closings, for instance, we compared Incyte’s 
in-court accusations about the four scientists being 
“liars,” “cheaters,” “thieves” and “blatantly dishon-
est” to what Incyte’s witnesses said outside the 
courtroom, which included things like “visionar-

ies,” “who you want on the front line trying to fight 
cancer,” “a source of inspiration” with an “insatiable 
passion to improve patients’ lives” and “a person of 
high integrity” who was “held in high regard.”

What was the overarching theme or narrative of 
your case?

James Hurst: Sour grapes. Flexus came up with a 
much better drug than Incyte’s. One of Incyte’s own 
scientists called our drug “too good to be true.” So 
rather than admitting they got beat fair and square 
in the laboratory, Incyte resorted to claiming Flexus 
“must have cheated.”

Our narrative was helped greatly by an email 
Incyte’s chief scientific officer sent saying they 
were filing suit to “explore” “potential” misappro-
priation during “discovery.” And we told the jury 
that’s exactly what they did: Incyte “scoured our 
documents” for anything they could “claim” was a 
“trade secret,” and ultimately came up with only 
two “tiny specks in an ocean of research and experi-
ments”—neither of which “was a secret, nor stolen, 
nor important.”

As the Delaware News Journal noted in its cov-
erage of the trial, Incyte is “one of the state’s most 
promising young companies,” employing about 
700 people in Delaware who pull down an average 
salary of about $150,000. How did you counter 
Incyte’s home court advantage?

James Hurst: We ignored it. Addressing the issue 
would have made it more likely for the jurors to 
focus on the idea of helping out a local company.

Patricia Carson: And to the extent that Incyte 
had any home court advantage, I think that was 
counter-balanced by the stellar reputations of the 
scientists who were accused of wrongdoing in the 
case. Terry, Juan and a third accused scientist all 
spoke directly and compellingly to the jury.

What were some of the highpoints at trial?
Patricia Carson: The greatest highpoint was defi-

nitely the verdict. But throughout the trial, the 



opportunity for the team to work with Terry and 
Juan, along with other truly world-class scientists 
from Flexus, gave a whole new dimension to pre-
paring our case. Certainly it was the best scientific 
support I have ever seen for a technical trial team. 
And of course, working with Jim and Diana, who 
are both phenomenal, along with the rest of the trial 
team, made the two-week trial fly by. 

James Hurst: I agree that the greatest highpoint 
was the verdict. The verdict for this trial was higher 
drama than usual, because the jury had asked a ques-
tion earlier in deliberations that made us wonder if 
they were leaning for Incyte. But my nerves were 
completely calmed as the jurors walked into the 
courtroom to deliver their verdict, because one juror 
looked at me and smiled broadly. I figured that had 
to be a good sign.

Other highlights were watching Pat and Diana 
expertly extract key admissions when cross-
ing Incyte’s witnesses—damning admissions 
that became central anchors for the rest of our  
case and in closing arguments. It was truly a 
pleasure working with such exceptional trial  
lawyers and watching them work. In fact, the whole 
team worked great together to deliver for our clients.

Diana Watral: The highpoint for me was watching 
Jim cross-examine Incyte’s chief scientific officer, 
who was a very polished witness during his direct 
examination. Jim drove home our theme that Incyte 
was just motivated by jealousy and dollar signs. My 
favorite part was when Jim used an email where the 
CSO compared himself to Derek Jeter and com-
pared Terry to “some young wannabe shortstop at 
some no-name high school in Texas.” There is no 
good answer to that sort of email.

Any unconventional strategic choices?
Patricia Carson: Particularly in jury trials, law 

firms generally have only the most experienced 

trial lawyers examining witnesses. Kirkland & Ellis 
puts great emphasis on training associates to be trial 
lawyers, with its Kirkland Trial Advocacy program 
known as “KITA.”  

Consistent with that, we had two associates, Ryan 
Moorman and Jason Feld, handle witnesses at trial. 
And they did an amazing job!

James Hurst: Yes, both Ryan and Jason were excel-
lent. The court reporter thought so too, when tell-
ing me “the kids” did a great job.

Diana Watral: Incyte decided to play Terry’s video 
deposition for the majority of his cross examination, 
instead of doing a lengthy live cross at trial. Jim 
convinced the judge to let us do Terry’s direct exam 
right after that. 

Terry was dynamic and passionate in court, which 
was a nice contrast to any video testimony. And it 
let us tell our story during Incyte’s case-in-chief.

The jury found that all three defendants misap-
propriated one of Incyte’s trade secrets. Or as a 
Delaware newspaper put it,  “Incyte wins ‘spying’ 
case, but is awarded no damages.”  What is your 
reaction to that characterization of the verdict?

James Hurst:  That’s not quite right, though I 
understand Incyte issued a press release to that 
effect.

For the main alleged “trade secret,” which 
accounted for most of Incyte’s damages request, the 
jury found that Incyte failed to prove it was even a 
trade secret, much less misappropriated.

For the other alleged “trade secret,” we told the 
jury in closings that a “no” for any of the three 
liability questions would mean they were delivering 
a verdict for and vindicating Juan, Terry and the 
other two accused scientists. That’s exactly what 
the jury did. This was not a case where they found 
liability and wrote “zero” for damages. They found 
no liability, which was the right and fair outcome.
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